[Can physical activity prevent cancer?].
Physical activity has been an important influence on the evolution of our gene pool and the optimal functioning of our body. Physical activity has recently been discussed as important in relation to cancer-risk. A total of 182 studies related to the association between physical activity and risk of cancer are included in the present study. We have used international accepted criteria in the validation of the strength of the association between a potential risk factor and cancer-risk. We conclude that there is convincing evidence that physical activity reduces the risk of colon cancer: the evidence is probable for breast cancer and possible for prostate, endometrial and lung cancer. Physical activity does not have any influence on rectal cancer. The evidence for all the remaining cancer sites reviewed remains insufficient to make any conclusions at this time. No increased risk due to high levels of physical activity has been observed for any cancer type. Physical activity has an independent protective effect on site-specific cancer; this effect cannot be explained by potentially confounding factors such as body mass or diet. We recommend including physical activity as a modifiable risk factor in order to reduce cancer risk throughout life. More studies focusing on biological mechanisms are needed. Furthermore, improvements in the physical activity assessments used associated with site-specific cancer risk is needed. Finally, there is a need for intervention studies designed to study the carcinogenic process and the specific cancer type with biological markers and intermediate steps in the development of cancer.